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ABSTRACT
Deep neural networks (DNN) have shown tremendous success in various cognitive
tasks, such as image classification, speech recognition, etc. However, their usage on
resource-constrained edge devices has been limited due to high computation and large
memory requirement. To overcome these challenges, recent works have extensively
investigated model compression techniques such as element-wise sparsity, structured
sparsity and quantization. While most of these works have applied these compression
techniques in isolation, there have been very few studies on application of quantization
and structured sparsity together on a DNN model.
This thesis co-optimizes structured sparsity and quantization constraints on DNN
models during training. Specifically, it obtains optimal setting of 2-bit weight and 2-
bit activation coupled with 4X structured compression by performing combined explo-
ration of quantization and structured compression settings. The optimal DNN model
achieves 50X weight memory reduction compared to floating-point uncompressed
DNN. This memory saving is significant since applying only structured sparsity con-
straints achieves 2X memory savings and only quantization constraints achieves 16X
memory savings. The algorithm has been validated on both high and low capacity
DNNs and on wide-sparse and deep-sparse DNN models. Experiments demonstrated
that deep-sparse DNN outperforms shallow-dense DNN with varying level of memory
savings depending on DNN precision and sparsity levels. This work further proposed
a Pareto-optimal approach to systematically extract optimal DNN models from a
huge set of sparse and dense DNN models. The resulting 11 optimal designs were fur-
ther evaluated by considering overall DNN memory which includes activation memory
and weight memory. It was found that there is only a small change in the memory
footprint of the optimal designs corresponding to the low sparsity DNNs. However,
activation memory cannot be ignored for high sparsity DNNs.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Deep Neural Networks (DNN) have achieved tremendous success in various ap-
plications such as image classification (Simonyan and Zisserman (2014); He et al.
(2016)), speech recognition (Chan et al. (2016)) etc. However, DNN models are com-
putation and memory intensive. The state-of-the-art DNN models have millions of
parameters and perform billions of operations per input. Thus they need large storage
and high computational resources. On the other hand, embedded and edge devices
are resource-constrained as they have limited memory and power. These challenges
have limited the deployment of DNN on resource-constrained embedded and edge
devices. Hence, compressed DNNs have become crucial to the design of hardware for
Deep Learning applications.
There have been prior works which have tried to reduce the memory usage and
computational requirement of DNNs while not losing on performance by exploring
model compression techniques such as element-wise sparsity, structured sparsity and
quantization. These techniques result in smaller trained DNN model. In some cases
these techniques can help in generating simplified hardware design.
Element-wise sparsity techniques remove unimportant weights form DNN by mak-
ing them zero. Optimal Brain Damage by LeCun et al. (1990) was an initial work
in this area which used diagonal Hessian approximation to find low-saliency param-
eters and pruned them. Han et al. (2015b) pruned both neurons and weights in the
network. Zhu and Gupta (2017) showed that large (wide) sparse networks perform
better than small (thin) dense network. They demonstrated that the DNN incurs
minimal performance degradation with 10X reduction in parameters. Even though
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element-wise sparsity techniques reduce weight memory and computation, they come
with an overhead cost of storing index memory of the non-sparse weights.
Structured Compression approach is based on removing a group of weights in the
DNN model. This group of weights can be all the weights in a filter, channel or
predefined blocks within the weight matrix/tensor. As structured sparsity techniques
remove weights in a group, they do not need to store index of all the weights in a DNN
model. Instead, they only need to store the index for the target non-sparse group
of weights. Hence, the index memory required for structured sparsity techniques is
usually small. Kadetotad et al. (2016) trained DNN by dropping blocks of weights
before training the DNN and learned only the non-sparse blocks of weights in the
DNN model. Wen et al. (2016) showed that generating scattered sparsity may not
necessarily result in acceleration on hardware and applied group lasso Yuan and Lin
(2006) to to make all the weights of a channel/filter/shapes/depth sparse.
Quantization techniques represent weights and activations with low-precision in-
stead of floating point. This not only reduces the weight memory but also enables
simplified hardware design. BinaryConnect by Courbariaux et al. (2015) reduced
DNN weight precision to 1-bit. Binarized Neural Network by Hubara et al. (2016)
binarized both the activations and weights, which made it possible to replace the
MAC operations with bit-wise XNOR and accumulate operations. XNOR-Net by
Rastegari et al. (2016) trained ImageNet dataset (Deng et al. (2009)) for 1-bit weight
and 1-bit activation.
While these prior works have investigated quantization and compression tech-
niques in isolation, there has been little work on systematically applying both these
techniques together in a single framework. Deep compression by Han et al. (2015a)
sequentially performed pruning, quantization and Huffman coding on the DNN to
achieve compressed DNN. However, it suffered from large index memory as it used
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element-wise sparsity. The work presented in this thesis applies quantization with
structured compression, resulting in small index memory. Specifically, it aims at
finding a precision and structured compression setting which saves DNN memory size
without compromising on performance.
Below are the contribution of this thesis
• The proposed method co-optimizes structured sparsity and quantization con-
straints on DNN models during training.
• It comprehensively explored different precision and structured sparsity settings
and compares performance of sparse low-precision DNN with that of dense
uncompressed DNN.
• Experiments were performed on different capacity models, namely:
– Wide-sparse and thin-dense DNN models,
– Deep-sparse and shallow-dense DNN models
Experiments demonstrated that deep sparse DNN models outperform shallow
dense DNN models. The magnitude of memory saving / performance gain
diminishes with decreasing DNN precision and increasing DNN sparsity.
• Combined exploration of quantization and structured compression settings
showed that 2-bit weight and 2-bit activation coupled with 4X structured com-
pression achieves 50X weight memory reduction compared to floating-point un-
compressed DNN. This memory saving is significant since applying only struc-
tured sparsity constraints achieves 2X memory savings and only quantization
constraints achieves 16X memory savings.
• A Pareto-optimal approach was used to extract optimal models from a huge
set of sparse and dense DNN models. These models achieved the highest test
3
accuracy for a given weight memory or lowest weight memory for a given test
accuracy.
• Activation memory analysis was performed on 11 optimal designs extracted
from Pareto-front. It was found that there is only a small change in the mem-
ory footprint of the optimal designs corresponding to the low sparsity networks
(1X-4x compression). However, if the network has high sparsity (8X-32X com-
pression) the effect of activation memory on overall DNN memory cannot be
ignored.
The rest of the work is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the background and
prior works. Section 3 gives details about the motivation of the problem, the proposed
algorithm and the experimental setup used. Section 4 presents the experimental
results. Finally, section 5 concludes my work with some guidelines and important
results.
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Chapter 2
BACKGROUND AND PRIOR WORKS
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) consists of stack of processing layers which learn
representations of the data. Each layer consists of non linear processing units, called
neurons, to generate a computational model that can extract the patterns in the
data. Neurons in a layer are connected to neurons in the previous layer through
trainable parameters, called weights and biases of the neural network model. Output
of these neurons are called activations. The activation value of a layer is a function
of neuron activation value of the previous layers and the weights which form the
connection between the neurons in current layer and the previous layer. Fig. 2.1
shows an example neural network with two hidden layers. The circular nodes in
the graph represent activations and the connection arrows between the activations
represent the weights of the network. The weights of an ANN model are trained
using a gradient descent method called backpropagation. The key of the learning
process is that these layers are automatically learned and need not be designed.
Deep Neural Networks (DNN) are a type of Artificial Neural Network model what
consisting of multiple layers of neurons. More the number of layers, deeper the DNN
model. DNN models learn features at various levels of abstractions. For e.g. if a deep
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is trained to classify images, the first layer
would learn features like edges and blobs. The next layer would learn features about
collections of edges, forming some shapes. The later layer would learn features about
collections of shapes like wheel of car, ear on a face, etc., and the next layer would
learn higher-level features such as faces etc. Here each layer generates a new feature
obtained by composing and transforming features from previous layers, into a more
5
Figure 2.1: Artificial Neural Network
abstract feature. Multiple layers are much better at generalizing because they learn
all the intermediate features between the raw data and the high-level classification.
Among the latest high performing DNN architectures their has been a trend to make
the network deeper, such as AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al. (2012)), VGGNet (Simonyan
and Zisserman (2014)), GoogleNet (Szegedy et al. (2015)), ResNet (He et al. (2016)).
This approach to make neural networks deeper has led to remarkable success of
DNN in various applications such as image classification (Simonyan and Zisserman
(2014); He et al. (2016)), speech recognition (Chan et al. (2016)), language translation
(Jean et al. (2014)), gene expression (Leung et al. (2014)). DNN technology is being
used from self-driving cars to face recognition to search engines. This revolution in
deep learning has been possible due to higher compute power by Graphical Processing
Units (GPU) (Raina et al. (2009)) and availability of large datasets (Deng et al.
(2009)).
By making the network deeper the test accuracy improves. However, it also makes
the DNN computation intensive and memory intensive. These challenges have limited
the implementation of DNN on resource-constrained embedded and edge devices. For
example, AlexNet has 60 million parameters, VGGNet has 138 million with 19 layers
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and GoogleNet has 4 million parameters with 152 layers. These large models provide
high performance but are usually run on remote high resource machines. This is
because running these models on-device is a challenge both in terms of memory needed
and limited battery power. For e.g. Tesla performs all the high end computations on
the servers and periodically copies the updated model parameters to the customers’
cars. Another example is that DNN inference cannot be run on mobile phones for
state-of-the-art DNNs because mobile phones have limited battery life. To sum up,
performing on-device inference on embedded devices is a a challenge.
To overcome the challenges to run DNN on embedded devices, there have been
works which have tried to reduce the memory usage and computation requirement
by exploring compression and quantization techniques. These techniques try to gen-
erate compact trained DNN models and in some cases help in generating simplified
hardware design.
2.1 Compression Techniques
Compression techniques in DNN try to utilize lesser number of parameters by
removing redundant parameters from DNN. DNNs are usually over-parameterized,
this means that the DNN model has huge number of parameters which learn the
representations from the training data. Due to over-population of the parameters
in a DNN model, some parameters will have insignificant contribution towards test
accuracy. The compression techniques tend to figure out these redundant parameters
and remove them from the model. The question arises as to why there is over-
parameterized model in the first place. DNN have over-parameterized models as they
try to solve optimization problem for a non-convex loss function. To solve a non-
convex loss function a relatively deeper DNN model is needed which will have large
number of parameters. Moreover, having a deeper DNN model with large number of
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parameters along with random initialization of these parameters prevents DNN from
getting stuck in local minima of the loss function during training. The redundancy
in DNN weights can be countered by using compression techniques. Below are two
compression techniques.
• Element-wise Sparsity: This technique removes/prunes the insignificant param-
eters (parameters which have less effect on DNN output) from the DNN model
by making the value of the parameters zero. The pruning of each DNN param-
eter is performed independently.
• Structured Sparsity: Structured sparsity technique prunes parameters in groups.
Parameters of the DNN are divided in certain group based on the desired spar-
sity structures. Sparsity constraint is applied on the weights within the group.
Structured sparsity is also referred to as structured compression.
2.1.1 Element-wise Sparsity Techniques
Element-wise pruning techniques try to find unimportant weights within DNN
and make their values zero. These techniques have employed different constraints to
figure out the insignificant parameters. Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2.3 show example of dense
and sparse DNN, respectively. During inference, the sparse weights are not stored in
memory; however, the index of the non-sparse weights need to be stored. As the sparse
weights do not contribute to Multiply And Accumulate (MAC) operations in DNN,
they result in reducing the computations. LeCun et al. (1990) proposed Optimal Brain
Damage which used diagonal Hessian approximation to find low-saliency parameters
and pruned them. Some of the recent works have used magnitude based pruning,
pruning the weights which are below a threshold level. These works have used L1 and
L2 regularization to prune the weights. Han et al. (2015b) performed magnitude based
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Figure 2.2: Dense DNN.
Figure 2.3: Sparse DNN.
pruning on weights without incurring any accuracy degradation. Zhu and Gupta
(2017) showed that large (wide) sparse networks perform better than small (thin)
dense network. The authors demonstrated that the DNN incurs minimal performance
degradation with 10X reduction in parameters.
2.1.2 Structured Sparsity Techniques
Structured Compression approach applies sparsity constraints on a group of weights
in a DNN model. This group of weights can consists of all the weights in a filter,
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channel or predefined blocks within the weight matrix/tensor. This is in contrast to
element-wise sparsity technique, which applies sparsity constraints on each param-
eter of the DNN model independently. For e.g. if the target sparsity structure is
a filter, structured sparsity technique will find the unimportant filters in the DNN
model and will remove/zero-out all the parameters within the unimportant filter.
Structured sparsity imposes more stringent sparsity constraints on the network than
element-wise sparsity. All these techniques need to store the index of the non-sparse
target structures for inference. As the number of target non-sparse structures will be
considerably less than the number of parameters in a DNN model, structured spar-
sity techniques need smaller index memory compared to element-wise sparsity tech-
niques. Moreover, hardware can utilize the predefined sparsity structures to speedup
computations. Kadetotad et al. (2016) proposed a Coarse-Grain sparsity technique
to randomly drop blocks of weights before training. The value of the weights within
the sparse blocks remain zero during trained. Yin et al. (2017) used Coarse-Grain
sparsity for spike-based classification for speech recognition application. Wen et al.
(2016) proposed Structured sparsity learning using group lasso regularizer to make
all the weights of a channel/filter/shapes/depth sparse. Authors also experimentally
showed that generating scattered sparsity may not necessarily result in acceleration
on hardware. Li et al. (2016) pruned whole filters and the connecting feature maps
which were insignificant within the DNN model. The work used absolute sum of
weights of a filter to find saliency of the filter. Scalpel by Yu et al. (2017) proposed
customized DNN pruning technique such that the sparse DNN structure would match
the data-parallel hardware organization.
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Coarse-Grain-Sparsity
Coarse-Grain sparsity (CGS) by Kadetotad et al. (2016) is a structured sparsity
technique which prunes randomly-selected blocks of weights within DNN weight ma-
trix/tensor prior to training and these pruned blocks remain sparse for training as
well as for inference. CGS technique prunes only DNN weights and not the biases.
The sparsity of the DNN model depends on CGS parameters - CGS block size (CGS
size) and CGS compression ratio (CGS ratio). Prior to training, CGS Mask is gener-
ated for each layer of the DNN model, depending on CGS parameters. The definition
of CGS block is different for convolution and fully-connected layers.
A sample CGS mask for convolution layers is illustrated in Fig. 2.4. The sam-
ple mask shown in Fig. 2.4(right-top) is for a convolution weight tensor of shape
32x32x3x3, with 32 input channels, 32 output channels and each 2D filter of shape
3x3. A minor-element in the mask grid represents the mask value associated with
a 2D filter in the weight tensor. Grey elements in the grid represent sparse weight
filter and white elements in the grid represent non-sparse weight filter. Elements in
a row represent a 2D filters coming from the same 3D filter. Elements in a column
represent 2D filters at a particular location in each of the 3D filters. As there are
32 feature maps in the example 3D filter, there are 32 columns. Also, the 32 3D
filters correspond to 32 rows in the mask grid. The CGS block size for convolution
layer is defined as the number of 2D filters that will be grouped together in a block.
In this example with block size of 4x4, 16 2D filters or 16 × 3 × 3 = 144 weights
belong to one block. As the example CGS compression ratio is 4X, 16 blocks will
remain non-sparse out of total 64 blocks. An equal-fanout constraint is imposed
while training convolution layers with CGS. The constraint allows to only have equal
number of non-sparse blocks for each channel. Hence, for each column there are two
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blocks selected. This property can be utilized to design efficient parallel hardware.
Also, weight tensor will have a uniform shape, which makes storage and decoding of
weight tensor hardware-friendly. similarly, if required equal-fanin constraint can be
imposed. Fig. 2.4(bottom) represents the non-sparse 2D weight filters after applying
CGS compression.
Sample CGS mask for fully-connected layers is illustrated in Fig. 2.5. The sample
mask shown in Fig. 2.5(left) is for fully-connected weight matrix of shape 32x32, with
32 input neurons and 32 output neurons. A minor-element in the mask grid represents
the mask value associated with a weight in the weight matrix. Similar to convolution
mask grid, grey elements in the grid represent sparse weight and white grid elements
represents non-sparse weight. Elements in a row of the CGS mask correspond to
all the outgoing weights for a neuron in input layer of weight matrix. Elements in a
column of CGS mask correspond to all the incoming weights to a neuron in the output
layer of the weight matrix. As there are 32 input neurons in the example, there are
32 rows and 32 columns correspond to 32 output neurons. The example has block
size of 4x4, which means 16 weights belong to one block. As compression ratio is 4X,
16 blocks will remain non-sparse out of total 64 blocks. An equal-fanout constraint is
imposed while training convolution layers with CGS. The constraint allows for equal
number of resources accessing a neuron on input side of weight matrix. Also, weight
matrix will have a uniform shape, which makes storage and decoding of weight matrix
hardware-friendly. This property can be changed to equal-fanin, depending on the
available hardware resources. Fig. 2.5(right) represents the non-sparse weights in the
weight matrix.
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of CGS Mask for Convolution Weight Tensor of Size
32x32x3x3. (left-top) 2-D Weight Filter of Size 3x3 Represented by an Element in
the Mask Grid. (right-top) CGS Mask of Size 32x32 With Block Size 4x4 and CGS
Compression Ratio 4X. (bottom) Selected Non-Sparse Elements on the CGS Mask.
Figure 2.5: Illustration of CGS Mask for Fully-Connected Weight Matrix of Size
32x32. (left) CGS Mask of Size 32x32 with CGS Block Size 4x4 and CGS Compression
Ratio 4X. (right) Selected Non-Sparse Weights on CGS Mask.
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2.2 Quantization/ Low-Precision Techniques
DNN Quantization techniques represent weights and activations of DNN with
small number of memory bits (1-8 bits) instead of using 32/64 bit floating-point.
Quantization not only reduces the weight memory but also results in simplified hard-
ware design, converting expensive multiplications to bitwise logical and bitwise-shit
operations. BinaryConnect by Courbariaux et al. (2015) used binarized value of real-
valued weights for forward and backward phases of backpropagation. As weights are
constrained to +1 and -1 during propagation, many of the MAC operations can be
replaced with simple addition. Binarized Neural Network (BNN) by Hubara et al.
(2016) binarized both the activations and weights, which made it possible to replace
the MAC operations with bit-wise XNOR and accumulate operations. Authors of
BNN have argued that the noise introduced by quantization of weights and activa-
tions acts as a regularizer which helps to generalize the DNN model. XNOR-Net by
Rastegari et al. (2016) also trained DNN with binary weights and activations and
demonstrated that their quantization algorithm performs considerably better than
BNN, when trained for ImageNet classification task. Zhu et al. (2016) showed that
DNN model trained with ternary quantized weights could outperform full-precision
models. LightNN by Ding et al. (2017) quantized the weights to the power of 2 (1-bit
to 8-bits) and used binary activations, which enabled the hardware architecture to
replace the multiplication operations with shift and add operations. Moons et al.
(2017) showed that low precision (2-bit 4-bit) can give performance comparable to
than of floating-point DNN. Mishra et al. (2017) reduced the precision of the DNN
model while making the filters in the network wider. The thesis showed that the per-
formance of wide reduced-precision networks surpasses the performance of baseline
full-precision network.
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2.3 Combination of Compression and Quantization Techniques
Some of the prior works have optimized compression and quantization together
on the same DNN model; however, they are significantly different from the proposed
algorithm. CGS by Kadetotad et al. (2016) used structured sparsity during training
and inference, and used low precision weights for classification. However, this thesis
research applies CGS constraints and low-precision constraints together during train-
ing. Kadetotad et al. (2016) applied CGS only on fully-connected layers, while this
thesis has extended the CGS technique for convolution layers. Deep compression by
Han et al. (2015a) sequentially performed pruning, quantization and Huffman cod-
ing on the DNN to achieve compressed DNN. However, it suffered from large index
memory as it used element-wise sparsity. 50% of the final DNN storage was index
memory. This thesis applies quantization with structured compression, resulting in
small index memory.
A part of the research from this thesis is presented in (Yin et al. (2018)), where
CGS and quantization constraints were optimized together for convolution and fully-
connected layers, which would a preface for this thesis work.
2.4 Pareto-Optimal Front
Many of the prior works have used Pareto-optimal approach to solve multi-objective
problems in various fields, ranging from machine learning to biological computation
(Jin (2008)). Jin (2007) applied Pareto-optimality for machine learning problem.
This thesis has used Pareto-optimal front to extract optimal designs which maximize
test accuracy and minimize weight memory for dense and sparse DNNs.
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Chapter 3
JOINT-OPTIMIZATION OF QUANTIZATION AND STRUCTURED SPARSITY
FOR DNN
3.1 Motivation
Some of the prior works have applied structured sparsity and quantization in
isolation or in a combination. However, few works have systematically applied and
optimized both structured sparsity and quantization techniques in a single framework.
Compared to element-wise sparsity, structured sparsity does not have an overhead of
large weight index memory. While, structured sparsity in Wen et al. (2016) gen-
erates a regular sparsity pattern, it still uses 32/64-bit floating-point weights and
activations. This regular sparsity pattern can be utilized for speedup on hardware.
Quantization techniques reduce the memory by using low precision weights and ac-
tivations. However, they still have redundant parameters in the model which can be
pruned by using structured sparsity techniques. This thesis work has simultaneously
applied both structured sparsity and low-precision constraints on DNN model during
training.
3.2 Proposed Algorithm
The proposed training algorithm is an extension on BNN training algorithm with
additional CGS structured sparsity constraints. The structured sparsity technique
used in this thesis work is inspired from Coarse-Grain Sparsity (CGS) introduced in
Kadetotad et al. (2016). Prior to training, blocks of weights are randomly dropped off
depending on the CGS block size and CGS compression ratio settings. The weights
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within the dropped blocks remain zero during training and inference. CGS mask as
show in Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.5 are used to drop the sparse blocks of weights. The mask
is also used to prevent the dropped blocks from learning during training. Training
algorithm for non-sparse blocks of weights is similar to that of BNN training using
back propagation.
3.2.1 Training of DNN with Coarse-Grained Sparsity (DNN-CGS)
For fully-connected layers, the weight matrix is divided into square blocks. For
x× x CGS block size, each block contains x2 weights. For convolution layers, x× x
CGS block size, contains x2 2D filters of size l×w, where l is the length and w is the
width of the 2D filter. Once the weights are segregated into blocks, large number of
blocks are randomly dropped off with probability equal to the CGS ratio. These blocks
remain zero during training and inference and hence do not contribute to the physical
memory. Fig. 3.1 shows an example weight matrix of a fully-connected layer of size
1024×1024, where each square represents a block of weights of size 16×16. Grey
squares represent blocks where eligible connections are present and white squares
represent blocks with absence of connections. Fig. 3.1 (right) illustrates the blocks
with active connections, compressed along row, after applying 8X CGS ratio.
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of CGS. (left) Weight Matrix of Size 1024×1024 has 87.5%
Weight Blocks Dropped. (right) Selected 16x16 Weight Blocks are Compressed,
Stored with Minimal Index Memory.
3.2.2 Training of DNN-CGS with Quantization
The sparse weight matrix/tensor, generated after applying CGS, is trained using
back propagation. There are three phases of backpropagation algorithm: forward
phase, backward phase and weight update phase. During forward phase, quantized
weights are generated from high-precision weights using 1-/2-/4-/8-bit quantization
function. Once the activations are computed, they are quantized to the specified
activation precision. Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.2 show activation output for 1-bit and 2-bit
quantized activations, respectively. The quantized version of weights and activations
is used for the forward pass. Loss is computed using target labels and the output from
the forward path. During backward phase, gradients of cost function with respect to
activations and weights are computed starting from output to input layer. Straight-
through-estimator introduced by Hinton (2012) and later studied in (Bengio et al.
(2013)) is used to estimate gradient with respect to quantized activations. Fig. 3.5
and Fig. 3.3 show the estimated gradient for 1-bit and 2-bit quantization cases using
straight-through-estimator. During weight update phase, the high-precision weights
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Figure 3.2: 2-bit Quantization Example.
Figure 3.3: 2-bit Straight-Through-Estimator Gradient.
are updated only for non-sparse blocks of weights, using Eq. 3.1.
(W ij)k+1 = (Wij)k
+
{
(∆Wij)k + m ∗ (∆Wij)k−1
} ∗ lr ∗ Cij (3.1)
where (W ij)k is weight in the weight matrix at k
th iteration, m is momentum, lr is
learning rate, and Cij is CGS connection coefficient between two consecutive DNN
layers. Cij = 0 for weights corresponding to the non-selected blocks and Cij = 1 for
weights corresponding to selected non-zero blocks.
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Figure 3.4: 1-bit Quantization Example.
Figure 3.5: 1-bit Straight-Through-Estimator Gradient.
3.3 Experimental Setup
3.3.1 Setup Nomenclature
This thesis uses below mentioned nomenclature for referring to DNN architectures.
• C denotes convolution layer and is followed by number of feature maps in the
convolution layer. For e.g. C128 denotes convolution layer with 128 channels.
• P denotes max pooling layer and is followed by pooling filter side length. For
e.g. P2 denotes Max pooling layer with polling filter of side length 2.
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• F denoted fully-connected layer followed by the number of neurons in the fully-
connected layer. For e.g. F1024 is a fully-connected layer with 1024 neurons.
Above notations will be used to name a DNN architecture. For e.g. DNN C128-P2-
C256-P2-C512-P2-F1024-F10 has 3 convolution layer with 128, 256 and 512 feature
maps, 2 fully-connected layers with 1024, and 10 neurons and 3 max-pooling layer
with max-pool filters of side length 2. Apart from the long notation for DNNs, a
short notation will be used in the document.
Nomenclature for a test setup uses the short notation of DNN along with param-
eters to describe the test settings. Below notation is used to refer to a particular
test:
n(nf)r(nrl)WwpAapc(ch)×(cw)f(fh)×(fw)d, where
• nf: number of feature maps in first convolution layer
• nrl: number of times convolution layers with same width is repeated
• wp: number of weight precision bits. If weights are floating-point, this tag is
omitted
• ap: number of activation precision bits. If activations are floating-point, this
tag is omitted
• ch: height of convolution CGS block, if CGS sparsity is applied on convolution
layers. If CGS sparsity is not applied on convolution layers, this tag is omitted
• cw: width of convolution CGS block, if CGS sparsity is applied on convolution
layers. If CGS sparsity is not applied on convolution layers, this tag is omitted
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• fh: height of fully-connected CGS block, if CGS sparsity is applied on fully-
connected layers. If CGS sparsity is not applied on fully-connected layers, this
tag is omitted
• fw: width of fully-connected CGS block, if CGS sparsity is applied on fully-
connected layers. If CGS sparsity is not applied on fully-connected layers, this
tag is omitted
• d: this tag is added if dropout is applied to the DNN model. Default dropout
was 20% on convolution layer and 50% on fully-connected layer. Any different
dropout values will be reported in the DNN names
Below are few example DNNs and DNN settings:
1. n128r2d represents (C128-C128-P2-C256-C256-P2-C512-C512-P2-F1024-F1024-
F10) network with floating-point weights and activations and no CGS sparsity.
2. n128r2W1bA1bc4×4f16×16d is the above-mentioned DNN with 1-bit weights and
1-bit activations. CGS sparsity is applied on the network. CGS block size on
convolution layer is 4×4 and CGS block size on fully-connected layer is 16×16.
Quantized networks will be referred with notation W<number of weight bits>
:A<number of activation bits>. For e.g. 1-bit weight and 1-bit activation DNN will
be referred as W1b:A1b. Floating-point DNN will be referred as W-FP:A-FP.
3.3.2 Implementation Details
Tests were performed using a CNN architecture inspired by VGG-19 architecture
(Simonyan and Zisserman (2014)), which was used by Binarized Neural Network. Ar-
chitecture of VGG-19, which was used for ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition
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Figure 3.6: n128r4 DNN. The DNN has 12 Convolution Layers. There are 128 Feature
Maps in the First Convolution Layer With Layers of Same Width Repeated 4 Times.
Competition (ILSVRC), has 16 convolution layers, 5 max-pooling layers and 3 fully-
connected layers (C64-C64-P2-C128-C128-P2-C256-C256-C256-C256-P2-C512-C512-
-C512-C512-P2-C512-C512-C512-C512-P2-F4096-F4096-F4096-F4096-Softmax). In-
stead, four variation of VGGNet were used for the experiments.
• n128r4: It consists of 12 convolution, 3 max-pooling and 5 fully-connected layers
(C128-C128-C128-C128-P2-C256-C256-C256-C256-P2-C512-C512-C512-C512
-P2-F1024-F1024-F1024-F1024-F10). DNN nn128r4 is illustrated in Fig. 3.6,
showing the first convolution layer with 128 channels and has four repeated
convolution layers with same width. This network is used to validate the algo-
rithm for training CIFAR-10 dataset on very deep network.
• n128r3: It consists of 9 convolution, 3 max-pooling and 4 fully connect layers
(C128-C128-C128-P2-C256-C256-C256-P2-C512-C512-C512-P2-F1024-F1024
-F1024-F10). DNN nn128r3 is illustrated in Fig. 3.7, showing the first convo-
lution layer with 128 channels and has three repeated convolution layers with
same width. The DNN model provides a high capacity (deep DNN) model
for the training of CIFAR10 dataset. Variations of this architecture will be
used by varying number of feature maps in convolution layers. The first con-
volution layer can have 16, 24, 32, 48, 64 and 128 feature map, where the
number of neurons in subsequent layers are scaled accordingly. For e.g. archi-
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Figure 3.7: n128r3 DNN. The DNN has 9 Convolution Layers. There are 128 Feature
Maps in the First Convolution Layer With Layers of Same Width Repeated 3 Times.
Figure 3.8: n128r2 DNN. The DNN has 6 Convolution Layers. There are 128 Feature
Maps in the First Convolution Layer With Layers of Same Width Repeated 2 Times.
tecture of n64r3 is (C64-C64-C64-P2-C128-C128-C128-P2-C256-C256-C256-P2-
F512-F512-F512-F10).
• n128r2: It consists of 6 convolution, 3 max-pooling and 3 fully connected layers
(C128-C128-P2-C256-C256-P2-C512-C512-P2-F1024-F1024-F10). DNN nn128r2
is illustrated in Fig. 3.8, showing the first convolution layer with 128 channels
and has two repeated convolution layers with same width. This architecture is
selected to validate the experiments against low capacity (small DNN) model
for training CIFAR-10 dataset. The architecture will be varied by changing the
number of feature maps in the DNN. The first convolution layer can have 16,
24, 32, 48, 64 and 128 feature map, with the number of neurons in subsequent
layers scaled accordingly.
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• n128r1: This DNN consists of 3 convolution, 3 max-pooling and 3 fully connected
layers (C128-P2-C256-P2-C512-P2-F1024-F10). This DNN will be used as a
dense model. Similar to 128r3 network, variations in this architecture will be
used by varying the number of feature maps in the DNN. First convolution layer
can have 16, 24, 32, 48, 64 and 128 feature map, with the number of neurons
in subsequent layers scaled accordingly.
Above variation of VGGNet architecture were used as the DNN model, as
they can be scaled conveniently. When tests will be performed to compare deep-
sparse vs. shallow dense and wide-sparse vs. thin dense DNN, scaling the models
proportionally and making them sparse would be easier.
The DNN architectures used for the experiments use convolution filters of size 3×3.
Batch-normalization layers and Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) activation function are
used after each convolution operation. Max-pooling is present only after selected
convolution operations. Fig. 3.9 shows the sequence of convolution, max-pooling,
batchnorm and activation function in the architecture. Mini-batch stochastic gradient
descent is used to train the model with batch size of 50. Square hinge loss function
and Adam optimizer are used to learn the weights. Dropout ratio of 20% is employed
on convolution layers and 50% on fully-connected layers. The proposed algorithm is
used to train CIFAR-10 datasets for image classification tasks. The image dataset
has 10 classes. Deep learning framework Theano (Theano Development Team (2016))
and toolbox Lasagne (Dieleman et al. (2015)) is used for training and testing of the
models.
3.3.3 Test Details
The primary objective of this research is to minimize weight memory while in-
creasing test accuracy. The weight memory mentioned in results include the
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Figure 3.9: Sequence of Convolution, Max-pooling, Batchnorm, ReLU Activation
in the DNN Architecture. Max-Pooling is Present Only After Selected Convolution
Layers.
memory needed for storing the weight index of CGS non-sparse blocks.
Tests were performed for different weight and activation precision, such as floating-
point DNN (W-FP:A-FP), 8-bit DNN (W8b:A8b), 4-bit DNN (W4b:A4b), 2-bit DNN
(W2b:A2b), 1-bit DNN (W1b:A1b). Tests were performed for different CGS block
sizes. Tests were performed for Convolution CGS block sizes of 8×8, 8×4, 4×4, 2×2,
4×1, 1×1. CGS block size for fully-connected layers was fixed to 16×16. Tests were
performed for CGS compression ratio 32X, 16X, 8X, 4X, 2X, 1X, where 32X is the
maximum compressed DNN and 1X is uncompressed DNN.
Tests were performed to compare performance of:
• Wide-Sparse vs. Thin-Dense: A Dense DNN will not have any sparsity
constraints applied on the the learning of the DNN model. Fig. 3.10 shows a
representation of dense DNN model. First a wider DNN model is generated from
this dense DNN by increasing the number of feature maps in a convolution layer
and increasing the number of neurons in fully-connected layers. To generate a
wide-sparse DNN, weight connections are dropped/ zeroed-out from this wide
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Figure 3.10: Dense DNN.
Figure 3.11: Wide-Sparse DNN.
DNN, to make the total number of weight connections same as in original dense
DNN. Fig. 3.11 shows a representation of wise-sparse DNN. In this scenario, the
original dense DNN is called thin-dense DNN when compared to wide-sparse
DNN. Weight memory savings were compared between wide-sparse DNN and
corresponding thin-dense DNN at iso-test accuracy condition.
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Figure 3.12: Deep-Sparse DNN.
• Deep-Sparse vs. Shallow-Dense: Fig. 3.10 shows a representation of dense
DNN model. First a deeper DNN model is generated from this dense DNN by
increasing the number of convolution and fully-connected layers in the DNN.
To generate a deep-sparse DNN, weight connections are dropped/ zeroed-out
from this deep DNN, to make the total number of weight connections same as
in original dense DNN. Fig. 3.12 shows a representation of deep-sparse DNN.
In this scenario, the original dense DNN is called shallow-dense DNN when
compared to deep-sparse DNN. Weight memory savings were compared between
deep-sparse DNN and corresponding shallow-dense DNN at iso-test accuracy
condition.
Further Pareto-optimal analysis was performed on all the trained DNN models, both
dense and sparse DNNs. The Pareto-optimal front was used to extract the optimal
designs. Further, tests were limited to the designs extracted from Pareto-front. Op-
timal designs were validated to still be optimal when taking activation memory into
consideration along with weight memory. Activation memory versus weight mem-
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ory usage was studied for the optimal designs. Convolution weight memory versus
fully-connected weight memory distribution was studied for the optimal designs.
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Chapter 4
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
4.1 Model Selection
Tests were performed to select the models on which CGS sparsity and quantiza-
tion experiments would be performed. Experiments were performed on three DNN
models of varying depths: n128r2, n128r3 and n128r4. Model n128r1 was used only as a
dense DNN model, to compare with large sparse models. Fig. 4.1 shows the test ac-
curacy versus weight memory comparison of the three models n128r2, n128r3 and n128r4.
It is evident that when the number of layers in DNN is increased from 12 to 15, the
performance of the DNN improves. Here, DNN n128r2 is a low capacity or small DNN
model for CIFAR-10 image classification task. This model was used as a representa-
tive low capacity DNNs and tests performed on n128r2 were used to understand how
proposed algorithm would perform on a low capacity DNN. Increasing DNN depth
of model from 12 to 15 reduces the test accuracy. This shows that DNN n128r3 has
enough capacity to represent features in the training data. DNN n128r4 seems to be
overfit and was not used for any future tests. In absence of n128r4 achieving good
performance, DNN n128r3 was used as a representative high capacity/ large DNNs
and tests performed in n128r3 were used to understand how proposed algorithm would
perform on a high capacity DNN.
4.2 Comparison of CGS Block Sizes
Test accuracy versus weight memory relationship study was performed for different
CGS block sizes in the convolution layers. As seen in Fig 4.2, although CGS block
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Figure 4.1: Model Selection: Test-Accuracy versus Weight Memory Comparison of
different depth DNN models. CGS ratio: 16X-8X-4X-2X-1X (Left to Right).
Figure 4.2: Test Accuracy versus Weight Memory for Different Convolution CGS
Block Sizes. CGS Ratio: 16X-8X-4X-2X-1X (Left to Right).
size 2x2 shows the best performance for most of the compression ratios,
the block sizes do not have a significant effect on the performance. The
effect of CGS block size on test accuracy is evident at high sparsity (CGS ratio 16X).
At high sparsity (at CGS ratio 16X), smaller CGS block size performs
better than larger CGS block size. For all the CGS block size experiments, CGS
block size is fixed to 16x16 for the fully-connected layers.
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Figure 4.3: Test Accuracy versus Weight Memory Comparison between Wide-Sparse
and Thin-Dense Floating-Point DNNs (W-FP:A-FP) on Low-Capacity Sparse DNN.
CGS ratio: 16X-8X-4X-2X-1X (Left to Right).
4.3 Comparison of Wide-Sparse versus Thin-Dense DNN
As explained in Section 3.3.3, Wide-sparse DNN models are generated by increas-
ing the number of feature maps of the DNN filters and at the same time increasing
the CGS compression ratio. Test accuracy versus weight memory comparison was
performed between wide-sparse and thin-dense DNN models for various sparsity and
precision settings.
Wide-sparse versus thin-dense comparison was performed on low-capacity sparse
DNN. As seen in Fig. 4.3, wide-sparse low-capacity floating-point DNN is similar to
thin-dense floating-point DNN in performance. Hence, it can be concluded that
wide-sparse DNN is not competitive for low-capacity DNN models. As low-
capacity wide-sparse model is not competitive for floating point DNN, wide-sparse is
expected to be worse for low-precision DNNs. No further comparison was performed
on wide-sparse low-capacity models for low-precision settings.
Further, wide-sparse versus thin-dense comparison was performed on high-capacity
sparse DNN. At first, comparison was made between floating-point wide-sparse DNN
with floating-point thin-dense DNN. As seen in Fig. 4.4, wide-sparse model for
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Figure 4.4: Test Accuracy versus Weight Memory Comparison between Wide-Sparse
and Thin-Dense Floating-Point DNNs (W-FP:A-FP) on High-Capacity Sparse DNN.
CGS Ratio: 16X-8X-4X-2X-1X (Left to Right).
floating-point demonstrates significant memory savings of approximately
2X memory gain at 4X CGS ratio at iso-test accuracy settings compared
to thin-dense model. However, these memory savings diminish at high sparsity (at
CGS ratio 16X and greater).
As weight memory savings are observed for floating-point wide-sparse DNN, next
step was to validate if similar memory savings are observed on low-precision wide-
sparse DNN. Fig. 4.5, shows that wide-sparse 8-bit (W8b:A8b) high-capacity DNN
achieves no memory savings for iso-test accuracy settings. At high sparsity levels
(CGS ratio 16X) wide-sparse under-performs compared to thin-dense 8-bit (W8b:A8b)
DNN. The tests were extended to other low-precision (1-bit, 2-bit, 4-bit) DNNs. The
fact was corroborated for 4-bit DNN in Fig. 4.6, 2-bit DNN in Fig. 4.7 and 1-bit DNN
in Fig. 4.8, that wide-sparse DNN is not competitive against thin-dense DNN.
It was observed that memory gains are achievable by using wide-sparse
DNN compared to thin-dense DNN only by using high-capacity high-
precision DNN model.
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Figure 4.5: Test Accuracy versus Weight Memory Comparison between Wide-
Sparse and Thin-Dense 8-bit Weight and 8-bit Activation DNNs (W8b:A8b) on High-
Capacity Sparse DNN. CGS Ratio: 16X-8X-4X-2X-1X (Left to Right).
Figure 4.6: Test Accuracy versus Weight Memory Comparison between Wide-
Sparse and Thin-Dense 4-bit Weight and 4-bit Activation DNNs (W4b:A4b) on High-
Capacity Sparse DNN. CGS Ratio: 16X-8X-4X-2X-1X (Left to Right).
4.4 Comparison of Deep-Sparse versus Shallow-Dense DNN
Deep-sparse DNN models are generated by increasing the depth of dense DNN and
applying CGS sparsity on it, while keeping the memory footprint similar to that of
original dense DNN model. Section 3.3.3 explains deep-sparse DNN models. Weight
memory savings of deep-sparse DNN models were compared to that of shallow-dense
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Figure 4.7: Test Accuracy versus Weight Memory Comparison between Wide-
Sparse and Thin-Dense 2-bit Weight and 2-bit Activation DNNs (W2b:A2b) on High-
Capacity Sparse DNN. CGS Ratio: 16X-8X-4X-2X-1X (Left to Right).
Figure 4.8: Test Accuracy versus Weight Memory Comparison between Wide-Sparse
vs Thin-Dense 1-bit Weight and 1-bit Activation DNNs (W1b:A1b) on High-Capacity
Sparse DNN. CGS Ratio: 16X-8X-4X-2X-1X (Left to Right).
DNN models at iso-test accuracy settings. Similarly test accuracy of deep-sparse were
compared to that of shallow-dense DNN at iso-weight memory settings.
At first, deep-sparse versus shallow-dense DNN comparison was performed on
low-capacity sparse DNNs. As seen in Fig. 4.9, test accuracy of floating-point deep-
sparse DNN (W-FP:A-FP) is approximately 6% higher than that of shallow-dense
DNN even at 16X CGS ratio. Similar observations of deep-sparse outperforming
shallow-dense DNN models were made for low-capacity low-precision DNN models.
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Figure 4.9: Test Accuracy versus Weight Memory comparison between Deep-Sparse
and Shallow-Dense Floating-Point DNNs (W-FP:A-FP) on Low-Capacity Sparse
DNN. CGS Ratio: 16X-8X-4X-2X-1X (Left to Right).
Figure 4.10: Test Accuracy versus Weight Memory Comparison between Deep-
Sparse and Shallow-Dense 8-bit Weight and 8-bit Activation DNNs (W8b:A8b) on
Low-capacity Sparse DNN. CGS Ratio: 16X-8X-4X-2X-1X (Left to Right).
The phenomenon is demonstrated for 8-bit DNN in Fig. 4.10, 4-bit DNN in Fig. 4.11,
2-bit DNN in Fig. 4.12 and 1-bit DNN in Fig. 4.13.
Next experiments were performed to verify the advantages of deep-sparse DNNs
on high-capacity models. As seen in Fig. 4.14, high-capacity deep-sparse floating
point DNN (W-FP:A-FP) demonstrates performance gain compared to shallow-dense
floating-point DNN. Even at 10X sparsity level test accuracy of deep sparse model is
higher by 0.5% than shallow-dense DNN.
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Figure 4.11: Test Accuracy versus Weight Memory Comparison between Deep-
Sparse and Shallow-Dense 4-bit Weight and 4-bit Activation DNNs (W4b:A4b) on
Low-capacity Sparse DNN. CGS Ratio: 16X-8X-4X-2X-1X (Left to Right).
Figure 4.12: Test Accuracy versus Weight Memory Comparison between Deep-
Sparse and Shallow-Dense 2-bit Weight and 2-bit Activation DNNs (W2b:A2b) on
Low-capacity Sparse DNN. CGS Ratio: 16X-8X-4X-2X-1X (Left to Right).
Similar experiments were performed by lowering the weight and activation preci-
sion. As seen in Fig. 4.15, for 8-bit DNN (W8b:A8b) there is significant performance
gain on deep sparse models compared to shallow-dense models at low sparsity levels
(CGS ratio 8X and lower). However, at high sparsity levels (CGS ratio 16X) the
gain becomes insignificant. Decreasing the precision further, to 4-bits (W4b:A4b),
as seen in Fig. 4.16, at low sparsity levels (CGS ratio 6X) accuracy of deep-sparse
DNN is approximately 0.5% higher than the shallow-dense DNN model. 2-bit DNN
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Figure 4.13: Test Accuracy versus Weight Memory Comparison between Deep-
Sparse and Shallow-Dense 1-bit Weight and 1-bit Activation DNNs (W1b:A1b) on
Low-capacity Sparse DNN. CGS Ratio: 16X-8X-4X-2X-1X (Left to Right).
Figure 4.14: Test Accuracy versus Weight Memory Comparison between Deep-
Sparse and Shallow-Dense Floating-Point DNNs (W-FP:A-FP) on High-capacity
Sparse DNN. CGS Ratio: 16X-8X-4X-2X-1X (Left to Right).
in Fig. 4.17 and 1-bit DNN in Fig. 4.18 show minor weight memory savings; however,
this memory saving keeps reducing with decreasing weight/activation precision.
4.5 Comparison of Multiple DNNs with Quantization and CGS
To extract the optimal quantization and structured sparsity constraints DNN mod-
els were plotted and analyzed together for iso-test accuracy setting. Fig. 4.19 presents
test accuracy versus weight memory relationship between low-capacity DNN models
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Figure 4.15: Test Accuracy versus Weight Memory Comparison between Deep-
Sparse and Shallow-Dense 8-bit Weight and 8-bit Activation DNNs (W8b:A8b) on
High-Capacity Sparse DNN. CGS Ratio: 16X-8X-4X-2X-1X (Left to Right).
Figure 4.16: Test Accuracy versus Weight Memory Comparison Between Deep-
Sparse and Shallow-Dense 4-bit weight and 4-bit activation DNNs (W4b:A4b) on
High-capacity Sparse DNN. CGS Ratio: 16X-8X-4X-2X-1X (Left to Right).
with different CGS ratio and precision settings. Floating-point uncompressed model
is the baseline DNN model on which low-precision and CGS constraints were applied.
First only CGS sparsity constraints was applied on the baseline DNN. Approximately
2X weight memory compression is achieved using only CGS compression, with mini-
mal test accuracy degradation (<0.33%). Using only low-precision but uncompressed
DNN resulted in approximately 16X weight memory savings with performance gain
of 0.80%. 2-bit (W2b:A2b) DNN is the best low-precision DNN. Finally using both
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Figure 4.17: Test Accuracy versus Weight Memory Comparison Between Deep-
Sparse and Shallow-Dense 2-bit Weight and 2-bit Activation DNNs (W2b:a2b) on
High-Capacity sparse DNN. CGS Ratio: 16X-8X-4X-2X-1X (Left to Right).
Figure 4.18: Test Accuracy versus Weight Memory Comparison Between Deep-
Sparse and Shallow-Dense 1-bit Weight and 1-bit Activation DNNs (W1b:A1b) on
High-Capacity Sparse DNN. CGS Ratio: 16X-8X-4X-2X-1X (Left to Right).
quantization and CGS together, 32X weight savings is achieved with similar test accu-
racy as that of baseline floating-point uncompressed DNN. The optimal quantization
CGS settings for baseline iso-accuracy condition is achieved by 2-bit quantized and
4X compressed DNN.
As 2-bit DNN achieves favorable compression for a range of CGS ratio settings,
extra data point was collected on the network with 32X compression, as shown in
Fig. 4.20.
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Figure 4.19: Test Accuracy versus Weight Memory Comparison for Different Pre-
cision and Structured Sparsity Settings for Low Capacity DNN models. CGS Ratio:
16X-8X-4X-2X-1X (Left to Right).
Figure 4.20: Test Accuracy versus Weight Memory Comparison for Different Pre-
cision and Structured Sparsity Settings for Low Capacity DNN models, with extra
W2b:A2b-2X DNN. CGS Ratio: 16X-8X-4X-2X-1X (Left to Right).
Similar analysis was performed on high-capacity DNN models to extract optimal
low-precision and structured sparsity constraints. Fig. 4.21 presents a relationship be-
tween DNN models with different CGS ratio and precision settings on high-capacity
DNN models. Similar to the analysis on low-capacity DNN, applying only CGS con-
straints on floating-point uncompressed DNN achieves 2X compression with minor
test accuracy degradation (<0.16%). Using quantization only DNNs, 16X compres-
sion was achieved with performance gains (0.80% improvement in test accuracy) for
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Figure 4.21: Test Accuracy versus Weight Memory Comparison for Different Preci-
sion and Sparsity Settings on High-Capacity DNN Model. CGS Ratio: 16X-8X-4X-
2X-1X (Left to Right).
Figure 4.22: Test Accuracy versus Weight Memory Comparison for Different Preci-
sion and Sparsity Settings on High-Capacity DNN Model, with Extra W2b:A2b-2X
DNN. CGS Ratio: 16X-8X-4X-2X-1X (Left to Right).
2-bit DNN. Applying quantization and low-precision constraints together, memory
saving of approximately 50X was achieved by 2-bit quantized and 4X compressed
DNN, compared to floating-point uncompressed DNN.
As 2-bit DNN achieves favorable compression for a range of CGS ratio on high-
capacity DNN, extra data point was collected on the network with 32X compression,
as shown in Fig. 4.22.
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4.6 Pareto-Optimal Analysis
The large number of DNN models trained over the experiments provided a trade-
off between higher performance (high test accuracy) and low resource utilization (low
weight memory). DNN test accuracy versus weight memory optimization problem is
multi-objective. The desired DNN model should have low weight memory and should
also have high test accuracy. In order to arrive at such a model, we employ Pareto-
optimal analysis. Such a technique is a systematic approach to extract the optimum
quantization and structured sparsity settings amongst all the trained DNN models.
Pareto-optimal analysis involved generating a Pareto-front and using the Pareto-
front to extract the optimal design settings. As a first step, all the DNN designs
were dumped on a test accuracy versus weight memory plot, as shown in Fig. 4.23.
All the trained DNNs including the dense and sparse models are indicated by a blue
’+’ symbol. The Pareto-front shown by the red line, maximizes test accuracy and
minimizes weight memory. All the designs close to Pareto-front are then chosen as
optimal design settings. If the only objective was to achieve high test accuracy, then
the Pareto-front saturates at approximately 93% test accuracy. Also Pareto-front
drops vertically for weight memory at approximately 1 Mbits of weight memory, as
none of the experimented DNN had weight memory less than this value.
11 optimal designs on/near-to Pareto-front were chosen and numbered D1-D11.
As these designs are either highest accuracy for a given weight memory or lowest
weight memory for a given test accuracy. Fig. 4.24 shows the designs which lie on
the Pareto-front.
Total DNN memory is the sum of activation memory and weight memory. While
only weight memory was considered for extracting the optimal designs from Pareto-
front, next contribution of activation memory was analyzed for the optimal designs.
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Figure 4.23: Pareto Front of all the Dense and Sparse DNNs.
Figure 4.24: Optimal Designs (D1-D11) on Pareto Front.
The analysis with respect to activation memory was performed using batch size of 1.
Batch size of 1 during inference is a practical choice on embedded devices.
Fig. 4.25 shows test accuracy as a function of sum of activation memory and
weight memory for inference batch size of 1. After adding activation memory to
weight memory, there is only a small change in the memory footprint of the optimal
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Figure 4.25: Test Accuracy versus Activation and Weight Memory for Optimal
Designs on Pareto Front for Inference Batch Size of 1.
designs corresponding to the low sparsity networks (CGS ratio 1X-4x). However, if
the network has high sparsity (CGS ratio 8X-32X) the effect of activation memory
on overall DNN memory cannot be ignored.
Table. 4.1 provides the configuration details of the optimal designs extracted using
Pareto-front.
4.7 Memory Distribution of Optimal Designs
DNN weight memory consists of both convolution weights and fully-connected
weights. Usually convolution weights contribute toward heavy computations in DNN
and fully-connected weights dominate the DNN memory footprint. Memory distribu-
tion analysis of convolution weights and fully-connected weights with respect to overall
weight memory can give a better understanding of the hardware design constraints
for the optimal DNN models. Fig. 4.26 gives the distribution of convolution versus
fully-connected weights for the optimal designs. The ratio of convolution weights ver-
sus fully-connected weights is slightly lower for high-capacity DNN models. When the
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Table 4.1: Optimal Designs Obtained from Pareto-Optimal Front
Optimal
Designs
Network
Activation
Precision
Weight
Precision
CGS ratio
D1 n128r3 4b 4b 1X
D2 n128r3 4b 4b 2X
D3 n128r3 2b 2b 1X
D4 n128r3 2b 2b 2X
D5 n128r3 2b 2b 4X
D6 n128r3 2b 2b 8X
D7 n128r3 2b 2b 16X
D8 n128r3 2b 2b 32X
D9 n128r2 2b 2b 16X
D10 n128r2 2b 2b 32X
D11 n32r3 2b 2b 1X
optimal design is low-capacity DNN, the contribution from fully-connected weights
dominate the weight memory distribution.
Fig. 4.27 shows the distribution of activation memory and weight memory for
the optimal designs for inference batch size of 1. The ratio of activation memory
to that overall memory is insignificant for low sparsity DNNs (CGS ratio 1X-4X).
However, at high sparsity (CGS ratio 8X-16X) the activation memory becomes a
significant component of the overall DNN memory as weights get pruned while all the
activations remain non-sparse.
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Figure 4.26: Percentage Distribution of Convolution versus Fully-Connected Weight
Memory for Optimal Designs on Pareto Front.
Figure 4.27: Percentage Distribution of Activation Memory versus Weight Memory
for Optimal Designs on Pareto Front for Inference Batch Size of 1.
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
DNNs have drastically improved the performance of various machine learning
applications. However, their usage on resource-constrained edge devices has been
limited due to high computation and large memory requirement. Hence, compressed
DNNs have become crucial for the deployment of DNNs on embedded and edge-
devices. Many prior works have tried to overcome these challenges by exploring
model compression techniques such as element-wise sparsity, structured sparsity and
quantization. While these prior works have investigated quantization and compres-
sion techniques in isolation, there has been little work on systematically applying both
these techniques together in a single framework. This thesis work co-optimizes struc-
tured sparsity and quantization constraints on DNN models during training. Various
precision and structured sparsity settings were comprehensively explored and perfor-
mance of sparse low-precision DNN was compared with that of dense uncompressed
DNN.
There are few conclusions/guidelines based on the experiments:
• Experiments using different CGS block size demonstrated that CGS block size
do not have significant effect on DNN performance on low sparsity DNNs. How-
ever, high sparsity DNNs with smaller block size performs better than larger
block size DNNs.
• Wide-sparse DNNs could achieve weight memory gains only for high-capacity
DNN using high-precision. Hence, it is advised to use wide-sparse models only
with high-capacity high-precision DNNs.
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• Deep-sparse DNN outperform shallow dense DNN with comparable weight mem-
ory savings both on low-capacity and high-capacity sparse DNNs. However, the
weight memory savings diminish as the precision of DNN is reduced. Summing
up, it is preferred to use deep-sparse DNNs than shallow-dense DNNs.
• Optimal setting of 2-bit weight and 2-bit activation coupled with 4X structured
compression achieved 50X weight memory reduction compared to floating-point
uncompressed DNNs. This memory saving is significant since applying only
structured sparsity constraints achieved 2X weight memory savings and only
quantization constraints achieved 16X weight memory savings.
• A Pareto-optimal approach was employed to systematically extract optimal
DNN models from a huge set of sparse and dense DNN models. 11 optimal
designs were extracted from the Pareto-front. These designs either had the
highest accuracy for a given weight memory or lowest weight memory for a
given test accuracy.
• The optimal designs were further evaluated by considering the total DNN mem-
ory which includes activation memory and weight memory. It was found that
there is only a small change in the memory footprint of the optimal designs
corresponding to the low sparsity networks (CGS ratio 1X-4x). However, if the
network has high sparsity (CGS ratio 8X-32X) the effect of activation memory
on overall DNN memory cannot be ignored.
Future work would apply the algorithm on another DNN architecture to ensure the
algorithm is architecture-robust. The algorithm would be validated on a larger dataset
such as ImageNet.
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